CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

The condition of women today if we compare to several decades ago is very different, the existence of feminism in the renaissance era has to emerge the long struggle of women to claim their right until today that far better than before. The involvement of women in establishment League of Nations has led the participation of women in the establishment United Nations so that the can influence the implementation of Millennium Development Goals. To be actively intervention in United Nations women's movement has to struggle to influence international agenda, with the intervention of women activist in 1919 has become the important experience to advocating United Nations, women intervention in the establishment of United Nations, UN Charter and Universal Declaration of Human Right is the involvement of women in the history of United Nations. With adopted 1970 as the International Women's Year is the biggest women struggle which is the first international women conference and adopted CEDAW in the UN Decade. Women's movement then continues their struggle in 1995, which become the great consolidation in Beijing, women's movement shows the experience lobbying and using the networks to influence the conference so that outcome the Beijing PFA declaration.

Since 1970 mobilization action of women's movement in global scale have triggered the emerging worldwide women's movement, the involvement of women's movement to overcome the conflict (peace issues) has attracted the international attention, women's movement successfully influence the international agenda and make sure the international community that women has capacity in solve the problem faced by the world, finally recognized by international community at UN World Summit in New York in 2005 that to achieve the Millennium Development Goals need the women roles.
The success of women's movement advocacy toward influencing the Millennium Development Goals is the success of women's movement influencing the international agenda. The ability of women's movement to influence decisions in MDGs is determined by three stages. First, the opening of political opportunities, this result from the struggle of women's movement to open access for women in international institutions and access to another movement. Second, with the opening of political opportunities and access to women, and encourage the women's movement to mobilization alliance (Transnational Advocacy Networks), finally create collective action. Third, the women's movement encourages the world attention toward the issue that struggle by women's movement so that become the common issue, it is the framing process. These three stages have led the women's movement successful advocacy UN decision until the Millennium Development Goals as the concrete example of the influence women's movement toward United Nations.